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Sorry in italian scusi

Sometimes an apology is a quick thing because you did something like run into someone by accident. In Italian, depending on how you say it, you may have to make a quick decision: How well do I know this person and how formal should I be?  The familiar form is scusami (sorry), or simply scusa. Grammatically
speaking, we use the necessary form of scusare (as an excuse). If you look at the bending of the scusare, you can see that it is conjugated, like other verbs that end -are (soon Daniela will explain it in her popular grammar lesson series!). You can also see that things are easy to confuse.  Learning bends can be scary,
but it's worth learning the demands of scusare because it's a verb you need in many situations. At the same time, you can do the same for Perdonare (sorry, sorry), which conjurs in the same way and can have the same meaning, as in the next situation, when Marika pretends to be upset. Perdonami, scusami tanto, ma
difference between sovrappensiero. I'm sorry, but I was lost. Image caption 25, Marika e Daniela - Il verbo chiedere Play Caption It may be useful to remember that in a familiar form mi (me) tacked the head of a verb: scusami, perdonami (and in a familiar plural of another person: scusatemi, perdonatemi). But when
using polite form, you need to put mi first, making two words: mi scusi, mi perdoni.  Signora mi scusi, Lei è parente della vittima? Excuse me, are you a relative of the victim? Caption 12, Il Commissario Manara - S1EP1 - Un delitto perfetto Play Caption Attenzione! If you ask your friend to forgive you, the question is, mi
perdoni? Instead, if you say sorry to a stranger, it's mi perdoni (and it's not a question, it's a command). Everything is connected to bending and context.  Sono in ritardo, mi perdoni? I'm late, I'm late. Will you forgive me? Mi perdoni, not ho sentito il Suo nome. I'm sorry, I didn't get your name. In many cases, you can use
generic chiedo-scusa (I ask for amnesty, I ask for forgiveness). This is not the case with complex conjugations! Italian TV interviews are conducted in a polite address format, but in this case the intervistatore (interviewer) knows intervistato (interviewee) Tiziano Terzan very well and would like to make an exception.



Chiedo scusa ai telespettatori se userò il tu con lui. I apologize to the television audience if I use the TU form with him. Image caption 24-25, Tiziano Terzani - Cartabianca Play Image caption Another way of saying you're sorry is mi dispiace (I'm sorry), often shortened mi spiace (I'm sorry), which is a little heavier than
sorry and may not include another person to pardon you.  Mi spiace, ma qualcuno doveva pur dirvelo. Questa è la realtà. I'm just. But someone had to tell you that. This is reality. Caption Texts 74-75, Concorso internazionale di cortometraggio - Corto di idee Play Caption Mi dispiace is used even when it comes to the
issue of requesting amnesty at all, such as when we hear of shaming (setbacks, terrible loss). In the following example, the father uses lasciare (to leave) to mean that his daughter is dead. Notice a participatory (usually lasciato) plural terminal that agrees with ci (we). Angela ci ha lasciati. -Mi dispiace. Angela left us. -I'm
sorry, but I can't. Captions 22-23, Il Commissario Manara - S1EP3 - Rapsodia Blu Play Caption Has much more to say about forgiveness and the use of the verb dispiacere. Ci dispiace (we're sorry) but it has to wait another lesson. Presto! As the famous song says, sorry seems to be the hardest word. But inexorably for
Elton John, isn't it also a little trivial? To avoid this risk, we see many options today to apologize! You haven't done it yet? Follow us on YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter!? No moreCUSA! Here are all the options! It is clear that there are a number of ways to apologise, and they depend on many factors: the
context, what we have done and those who have done it. But let's start with some expressions that are always a tae! Mi dispiace (I'm sorry) Perdonami (Sorry) Ti chiedo perdono (I ask for your forgiveness) These are actually perfect for both small things that aren't too serious (for example, if you break a glass in a friend's
house) and something a little more serious (for example, if you forgot to warn that you're late for an appointment). Another option if you did something that gave unpleasant results is: Non avrei dovuto farlo (I shouldn't have done it) But be careful as it could create a boomerang effect instead of what I wish! In fact, many
Italians could answer: then you should have thought about it better! However, if you have a reasonable person in front of you, they will surely appreciate your sincere apologies. È tutta colpa mia (It's all my fault) This expression serves not only to apologize, but also to show maturity: in fact, it makes someone realize that
you are aware of your mistakes, and I can't blame anyone else. After all, acknowledging that we were wrong is the first step in inventing it! Ti garantisco /prometto che non si ripeterà (I guarantee/promise you it will never happen again) This is another excellent expression to apologize for, even combined with other... The
only problem is that it only works if you have a good reputation. In fact, if you have a reputation for not being able to keep promises, better not use it: no one would believe you anyway! Will you keep Graziana? Graziana. You can find it in our online store: LearnAmo Collection! Ammetto che a volte posso essere davvero
un idiota (I admit that sometimes I can really be an idiot [or any other insult]) Well, what else to say... Self-offending and self-blaming sometimes works and makes another person willing to forgive! Riconosco di avere esagerato (I recognize that I have exaggerated) Riconosco di avere agito /reagito man (I recognize that I
acted/reacted badly) These are two other expressions that show maturity and awareness, and you can use them to apologize especially after you have done or said something that crossed borders. Are you coming posso rimediare? (How can I fix it?) All in all, this is the only expression that goes beyond just an excuse.
With this, literally you don't just recognize the error and ask for forgiveness, but you really offer to do something to fix what you did! Finally, when we are in more formal contact, perhaps with the boss in the office or with the doctor in the hospital, you can always apologize by using: Sono mortificato/a/amareggiato/a per
l'accaduto (I am ashamed/bitter about what has happened) These are very strong adjectives and they express how deeply sad we are about what we have done. Another formal expression, even more complicated, could be: Mi assumo tutte le responsabilità, ma spero che potremo metterci una pietra soprano (I take full
responsibility, but I hope we can put a stone in it) This is the official version it's my fault, and lets you not only apologize, but also want to put a stone in the case, which means another person can forgive you for an unpleasant episode and forget about it no longer. But be careful! Remember that in official contexts it is
always better to use lei courtesy pronoun! So you can use all the apology phrases listed above, but if they contain a reference to the person you're talking to, be sure to change them lei! For example: Perdonami – Mi perdoni Scusami – Mi scusi Ti garantisco che non si ripeterà – Le garantisco che non si ripeterà Now that
you know all ways to say sorry, you can also look at another very useful view to speak fluently: all options back and forth What's up? I'm fine, I'm fine! [ˈsɒrɪ ] adjectiveSative forms: comparative -ier, superlative -iest1. Sorry! Scusa, what are you doing? (or scusi! or scusate!) terribly sorry!, so sorry!, very sorry! (more
polite) scusa (or scusi or scusate) tanto!be sorry essere spiacente or desolato /ato say sorry (sb sth) chiedere scusa (qn per qc)be sorry sth essere dispiaciuto/a or spiacente di qc I'm sorry I'm late scusa il ritardo I'm sorry about that, What happened last night scusami per quello che è successo ieri seraI I'm sorry, but you
are sorry but you've been wrong olla pahoillasi pahoillasi make sth essere spiacente di dover price qc 2. No, no, no. What did you say?) Sorry? Come on, scusa?3. (unfortunate, sad) triste ⧫ addolorato / a ⧫ desolato / a I am very sorry mi dispiace tanto I am sorry to hear that ... mi dispiace (sapere) che ... I'm sorry to tell
you that ... mi dispiace dirti che ... It was a failure, I'm sorry to say purtroppo è stato un fiasco I can't say I'm sorry no posso dire che mi dispiaccia you're sorry about this! you pentirai! 4. (pity)be or pity sb dispiacersi per qnto be or pity o.s. compiangersi ⧫ piangersi addosso5. (space, story) pietoso/a(sight, failure)
triste(excuse) misero/ain sorry in the state uno stato pietoso Copyright © harpercollins publishers. All rights reserved. Video: pronunciation examples sorry in The example of phrases Collins Corpus One of my students came up with a name for the whole miserable situation. Times, Sunday Times (2010)Tell him you can
understand why he might feel that way and that you're sorry he feels unsanted. Martin, April Guide to Lesbian and Gay Parenting (1993)It was indeed a sad sight. Kenneth Grahame the Wind in the Willows (1908)The offender is simply made to say sorry to his victim and in return he does not receive a criminal record.
Times, Sunday Times (2013)He's going to be sorry to hear that he's doing it again. Times, Sunday Times (2010)It's hard to see anyone feeling sorry for them. Times, Sunday Times (2015)An example of phrases from Collins' dictionaries I feel like I should apologize. I'm sorry I can't come with you to your new plan at the
exact moment I felt sorry for him and didn't want to hurt her. I'm sorry to be here like this, but I have a problem that I hope you can solve. I'm so sorry. Looks like we're full today. I'm sorry, but you made the right decisions. Trend of View usage: All years Last 10 years Last 50 years Last 100 years Last 300 years In other
languages Translate your text for free Source Translation from evil Collins English into Italian New Collins collins
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